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Disclaimer 
 
MHP Systems Inc. is not responsible for investments made as a result of using this 
program. The purchaser of the license for use of this program is responsible for 
assessing the software to insure its suitability. 
 
An investor should be aware that there is no investment method that will work 100% of 
the time. There will be assumptions, ifs, and maybes in the analysis of stock choices. 
The techniques in this guide will help you improve investment choices. Look at the many 
indicators and suggestions as a whole. Because financial analysis is highly interrelated, 
there are no absolute answers. 
 

 
ChartFilter Stock Tools has been created with one 
goal: to provide investors and professionals with 
excellent analytical tools. 
 
 

MHP Systems Inc. 
© 2004 MHP Systems Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
No part of this manual may be reproduced in any form or by any means without written 
permission of MHP Systems Inc. 
 
Contact: admin@chartfilter.com 
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Introduction 
 
This guide has been developed to assist users to get the maximum benefit from ChartFilter Stock 
Tools. 
 
This hands-on guide contains detailed information on each module, including examples of 
how to use them. You are encouraged to make notes in the margins, and to add your own 
material as your experience grows. 
 
Our software will continue to expand over time and this guide will be revised to reflect any 
changes or additions. Please ensure that you are working with the latest version. 
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Overview 
 
Find and analyze stocks using your home computer… 
 
The difficult question facing most investors is “Where do I begin?” And, “Of the thousands of 
stocks available, which ones have the best potential to meet my personal goals? How do I 
discover the winners out there?” 
 
ChartFilter provides the tools you need to quickly and easily find and analyze stocks, at home 
and on your own computer. You can access your account from any computer with an internet 
connection. There are no programs to purchase and no data files to download or carry around 
with you. ChartFilter is accessible by subscription over the internet from anywhere in the world. 
 
Finding the right investment at the right time 
 
Imagine searching through thousands of stocks and pinpointing those that suit your immediate 
needs – in just seconds. With ChartFilter you can use traditional valuation techniques, such 
as price-to-earnings and debt-to-equity, annual sales, etc., to uncover financially sound 
companies. In addition to these familiar criteria, however, ChartFilter offers a full set of over forty 
technical signals to build very sophisticated searches. 
 
Once you’ve narrowed your selection of stocks from many thousands down to a dozen potential 
winners, you can apply over forty technical indicators using a complete set of charting methods 
and technical analyses, both easy and complex.  
 
Powerful stock analyses 
 
Once you’ve uncovered some potential winners in the markets, based on your favorite 
fundamental or technical criteria – you can perform a multitude of analysis methods using a full 
set of technical charting tools, trendline studies, and over forty technical indicators. 
 
The list includes common indicators such as moving averages, MACD, and stochastics to more 
complex indicators such as price-volume trend and Wilders’ ADX and directional movement 
systems. In addition, the charting application features Gann fans, Fibonnaci arcs and retracement 
levels. 
 
Using these tools, you can pinpoint the direction specific stocks are trending, when they are 
forming tops or bottoms, when “smart money” is flowing into or out of a particular market... etc, 
etc. Having these tools at your fingertips is like having a radar screen compared to flying blind in 
the dark! 
 
Alerts tool 
 
The ChartFilter Alert tool you can tell the software to keep an eye on the stocks you’re watching 
and let you know immediately when your specified technical criteria are fulfilled. You will be 
alerted by e-mail. Most alert systems are relatively simplistic by comparison… often based on a 
stock reaching a certain price threshold. With the Alert tool you can choose from more than forty 
buy and sell signals as well as price and volume conditions. 
 
You can have multiple-alerts or a single alert for an individual stock or a subset of stocks.  
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Choosing your application 
 
Where do I start? 
 
Can't find what your looking for? 
Know what you are looking for? 
 

1. Put your ideal characteristics 
into the Screener tool, 
Fundamental criteria and 
Technical Buy/Sell 
conditions 

2. Choose what exchange or 
just all of North America 

3. Click Search and the 
Screener tool will return all 
stock's that have met your 
conditions. 

 
 

 
 
Found what your looking for? 
Don't know if it's a good time to buy or sell? 
 

1. Use the Charting tool 
2. Technical analysis is the 

study of price, time, and 
volume charts to determine 
whether it’s a good time to 
buy or sell. 

3. To understand technical 
analysis see our education 
site - www.chartfilter.com 
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Need to get the fundamentals of a company? 
 

1. Use the Fundamentals tool  
2. Choose which fundamentals 

you would like to see 
 

 
 

 
Keep track of your stocks 
 

1. The Portfolio Manager tool 
will record your transaction 
history, currency conversion, 
gain and loss, and includes 
commission in performance 
and more. 

 

 
 
 
Found the right stock, but not the right time? 
Create complex alert formulas! 
 

1. The Alert tool allows user 
defined templates 
encompassing fundamental 
criteria and technical criteria. 

2. Alter all technical formulas to 
serve your trading solution 

3. End-of-day data. 
4. You don't have to be at 

home, let the Alert tool do 
the work for you! 

 

 

Need help understanding charts? technical indicators? trading systems? 
1. Use our education site solely dedicated to the education of analysis of securities. 

www.chartfilter.com 
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Chapter 1 – Finding opportunities   
 
Screener tool  
 
The Screener tool allows you to search through thousands of stocks in seconds and presents you 
with a list of stocks that have matched your investment criteria. The Screener tool can eliminate 
companies that do not meet your basic requirements, but it can do much, much more. 
 
It can take a large number of stocks that meet your basic requirements and then sort those 
stocks so that the very best (according to your specifications) are returned. For example, if you 
ask for stocks with the highest earnings-per-share (EPS), the first stock on your list will have the 
highest EPS out of thousands of stocks (for the exchange you choose to search on). 
 
Combine several criteria for a more powerful search 
 
However, a single indicator is rarely used alone in a search. Many different objectives can be 
combined into a powerful search strategy by selecting from the roughly fifty available. The 
Screener tool will then find the stocks that best meet the combined criteria. 
 
Fundamentals and technicals 
 
You can screen securities based on either fundamental or technical criteria, or both together. 
 
Fundamental criteria 
 
Fundamental criteria are used to try and detect incorrectly valued securities through an analysis 
of the firm's business prospects. Research often focuses on earnings, dividend prospects, 
expectations for future interest rates, and risk evaluation of the firm. 
 
Using fundamental criteria you can uncover companies that are poised to grow in value over time. 
One strategy, for example, would be to search for stocks that are providing a good income 
through dividends and have good potential for further appreciation. 
 
Another strategy might be to search for undervalued growth stocks - those stocks with high 
expected earnings growth and low price-to-earnings ratios that have a good chance of rising. 
 
Technical criteria 
 
Technical indicators provide you with excellent tools for timing your trades based on market 
actions. For example, you might be interested in catching a stock that has just switched from 
negative to positive MACD, indicating the possible beginning of a new uptrend. Or you could be 
looking for oversold stocks based on oscillators such as CCI, RSI, or stochastics. 
 
(Refer to the ChartFilter education site at www.Chartfilter.com for detailed information on 
using technical indicators). 
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Successful technical stock screens 
 
How to get the most out of the Screener tool  
 
The screens on the following pages have been designed to catch trending markets; and are 
based on successful trend-following, momentum-based trading strategies. Consequently, you 
would search for “Buy” signals in each case. 
 
Tip: Once you get the results, we recommend sorting by volume (click on the volume column 
header) to start checking the most liquid stocks first. We also recommend setting [Select 
Fundamental] [Average Volume] to “greater than 50,000.” 
 
Performing a search using the Screener tool: 
 
First of all, choose the particular indices you want to perform the search for. If you don’t make any 
selection the program will automatically search through all North American exchanges. 
 
Screen #1: Fundamentals 
 
Here’s an example of an effective search strategy, looking for stocks that would provide an 
income: 
 
Step 1: Select the criteria 
In the left-hand column click on <Select Fundamental>. A list of possible criteria is revealed. 
Choose the criteria as shown below: 
 

Criteria #1: Average volume 
We don’t want to become involved in thinly traded markets, so we would set our Average 
DailyVolume >150,000. Markets with low volume can be difficult to enter or exit at the 
price we want. They are considered less liquid than markets with greater volume. 
 
Criteria #2: Capitalization 
We’re interested in large corporations only – those with capitalizations of more than $5 
billion. Here’s a rough breakdown of market cap categories. 

Giant cap. = over $25 billion 
Large cap. = $5 billion to $25 billion 
Medium cap. = $1 billion to $5 billion 
Small cap. = under $1 billion 

 
Criteria #3: Price 
For this search, we’re only interested in finding stocks that are trading between $5 and 
$50. This could be based on our personal preferences, or observations that these stocks 
tend to appreciate more quickly. Also, we may not be interested in penny stocks under 
$1.00 that tend to be highly volatile (and often unpredictable). 
 
Criteria #4: Beta 
We’re looking for stocks that display low volatility, as measured by Beta. Consequently 
we would set Beta < 0.75. 
 
Criteria #5. Dividend 
The company dividend will yield the income we’re seeking. Therefore we would set 
Dividend >$1.00 
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Step 2: Perform the search 
Once we’ve entered our criteria we push the <Search> button to run the search based on all of 
the criteria together. The program will return a list of securities that meet all of the criteria you’ve 
selected. 
 
Step 3: Using the results list 
The results list can be sorted by any column (e.g.  price, volume, or any of the indicator criteria). 
By sorting the list you can further refine your potential choices based on price, volume, the 
number of days since one of the signals occurred, etc. 
 
What if you don’t get any results? 
 
You can try to “turn-off” one of the more constraining criteria (or for technical criteria, making the 
periods longer) and then run the search again. Each of the criteria has a small green “check 
mark” – click on this and it will turn to a red cross, indicating that the specified signal will be 
ignored for the next search. 

 
Screen #2: Technicals 
For this screen, we will search for stocks that display specific technical signals, using technical 
criteria. There are over 40 technical signals available on the Screener tool, and users 
can search for any occurrences over the previous 1-50 trading days. 
 
The following criteria are designed to identify stocks that are in an uptrend, or beginning an 
uptrend, and building momentum. On the right-hand side of the Screener, press the button 
<Select Technical>, and define your search based on recent price activity, by choosing the 
following signals: 
 

Criteria #1: MACD oscillator 
In order to uncover stocks that are breaking out of a period of consolidation (sideways 
markets) and continuing in an up trend, we would set this indicator to “MACD crosses 
through zero line within the last 10 days – Buy.” MACD is a trending indicator, so this 
would be considered a bullish signal confirming a trending market. A stock breaking out 
of a sideways band often goes upwards to achieve new territory. 
 
Criteria # 2: Price channel 
The price channel has been demonstrated to be one of the most effective indicators for 
uncovering good potential moves. We would set this indicator to “Price penetrates 
channel within last 5 days – Buy.” Or, if we’re interested in moves with more momentum 
behind them we could search based on a longer period – 10, 15, or 20 days. 

 
You could, of course, further refine this search by using some of the fundamental criteria, such as 
volume, beta, dividend, etc. An additional criteria that would be complimentary to the above 
screen would be: Beta > 2. 
 
Screen #3: Keltner channel breakout 
Signal type – set to Buy in all cases: 
 
This screen captures many stocks that have just begun an uptrend or are in an uptrend and have 
made a good move in keeping with the trend. 
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•  Keltner MA crossover within last 10 days 
•  Keltner outer channel crossover in last 2 days 
 
Here’s a variation: Keltner channel breakout & ADX 
 
Signal type – set to Buy in all cases: 
 
This system adds the ADX indicator. It is designed to capture stocks that are in an uptrend, as 
confirmed by ADX, and have made a good move in the direction of the trend. 
•  Keltner MA crossover within last 10 days 
•  Keltner outer channel crossover in last 2 days 
•  ADX breakout up through 25 
 

 
NOTES 
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Screen #4: DMI, parabolic SAR, price channel, MACD 
 
Signal type – set to Buy in all cases: 
 
This is a fairly complex screen – but like any – it’s easy to set-up. It is designed to catch stocks 
that have made a strong move in the past few days and are starting to establish momentum on 
the upside. You would set your screen as shown: 
 

 
 
The Screener tool is easy to customize; so we encourage you to experiment and come up with 
your own successful screens. For further information on using the Screener tool please see the 
help files at www.ChartFilter.com. 

 
Tips 
 
Using P/E ratios: 
 
P/E ratio is the price of the stock divided by its current earnings per share. But P/E is more than 
that. It is the price the market is willing to pay for a company’s earnings, and that price is more 
influenced by earnings potential and market perception than by actual earnings. The market’s 
perception – made up of the universe of buyer and sellers – regarding a company’s future 
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earnings potential drives the stock’s price and, hence, its P/E ratio. Therefore, a company with 
steady earnings may have a P/E of 5 or 6 whereas another company with few current earnings 
but with huge potential may have a P/E over 100. High expectations lead to increased P/E; lower 
expectations lead to decreased P/E. 
 
 
Valuation measures 
 
If you are to make really big money in the stock market, resign yourself to the fact that just about 
everything you buy, if you are buying stocks correctly, will seem too high priced by just about any 
traditional measure of valuation. This is because traditional measures of a stock's value generally 
are of little usefulness in circumstances where earnings are growing very quickly. Use of these 
measures as stock selection criteria often misleads investors into buying stocks that are declining 
in price. For instance, Price/Earnings (P/E) ratios are a commonly misused measure of a stock's 
attractiveness as an investment. Many investors try to buy stocks that are selling for very low P/E 
ratios, meaning that the stock is selling for a low price relative to the previous year's earnings. 
They believe that if the stock is selling at a low P/E ratio, then the stock must increase in value. 
This approach to selecting stocks is flawed because it assumes all companies have roughly the 
same future earnings growth prospects. However, the reality is that companies have vastly 
different outlooks for growing earnings and that is why the market rightly assigns a low P/E ratio 
to some stocks and a high one to others. There are companies which grow earnings at 2 to 3% 
per year for years and years on end. There are also companies which grow earnings at 20 to 
30% per year over many years. It is absurd to assume, as proponents of a low-P/E ratio strategy 
do, that a company which is positioned for high growth should be priced the same as a stodgy 
company in a shrinking industry. 
 
Five Minute Investing 
Supercharge and Manage Your Portfolio in Five Minutes a Day 
Copyright © 1995 by Braden Glett 
http://invest-faq.com/fiveminute/ 
 

 
 

NOTES 
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Chapter 2 - Analyze  
 
Profitable market analysis 
 
Learn to spot markets with a better profit potential than most. 
 
Charts, and technical analysis, will completely change your way of relating to potential 
investments. They provide a filtering mechanism or framework for selecting investments that 
provide a good potential for profit. You determine the markets, the charts & indicators help 
determine the timing. 
 
ChartFilter combines a sophisticated stock screener, along with a wide selection of charts and 
technical indicators, to give you the tools you need to perform powerful analyses of the markets. 
 
Technical indicators 
 
Technical indicators can be as straightforward as a simple moving average or as complex as a 
Parabolic SAR. ChartFilter.com shows you how to apply some of the many indicators available to 
your own specific needs and resources. 
 
Martin Pring, a well known analyst, states the art of technical analysis is “to identify trend changes 
at an early stage and to maintain an investment posture until the weight of the evidence indicates 
that the trend has reversed.” (Technical Analysis Explained by Martin J. Pring, 1991) 
 
Trend indicators such as trendlines, price patterns and moving averages identify a change in 
trend after it has taken place. Momentum indicators, such as ROC, RSI and MACD, can warn of 
strength or weakness in the market, often well ahead of the final turning point. 
 
Consider the popular MACD indicator, for example, in the charts below. The MACD chart is 
shown underneath the price chart. As you can see from the example below MACD can help 
catch a reversal in the overall price trend, providing very useful buy and sell signals and alerts. 
 

 
NOTES 
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There are dozens of technical indicators like MACD that are just as useful for timing entry and exit 
points. Once you become familiar with a few of them, you will have a much better set of tools 
available for making your investment decisions than the majority of investors. 
 
Basic types of price charts 
 
Price charts provide the fundamental building block in the analysis of market action. The 
use of charts and technical indicators provide the average investor with the only real edge 
available in trading the markets. 
 
As you become familiar with viewing and using charts, readily identifiable patterns will become 
apparent that can immediately give you a good notion of the profit potential for a particular stock, 
mutual fund or commodity. 
 
The following basic types of price charts are the most commonly used. These charts provide the 
"background" or "foundation" for most of the common indicators. In most cases indicators are 
shown superimposed on the price chart itself or in a separate chart below the price chart. Most of 
the analytical tools compare the action of an indicator against that of the price. 
 
Bar: each bar represents a day's trading 
showing the lowest to highest price, open & 
close. This is the most common type of chart 
used. Time is factored into the price 
movements. Volume charts often accompany 
bar charts. 
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Line: the line represents the closing prices only 
for a given time. This tends to smooth out daily 
fluctuations in price, sometimes giving a better 
picture of the overall trend. 
 

 
 
Point and figure: shows price changes with X 
columns for rising prices and O columns for 
declining prices. Unlike the other basic charts, 
time itself is not a factor. Point and figure 
charts plot only the direction of a price move 
and the change in value. Proponents believe 
this gives them a clearer view of the underlying 
actions of supply and demand. 
 

 

Candlesticks: use a wider bar to represent the 
difference between open and closing prices - 
black for a decline and white for a rise. 
Patterns of black versus white (declining vs 
rising markets) readily become apparent with 
candlestick charts. 
  
  
 
Bar chart: This is likely the most common type of chart used. Bar charts simply plot the change in 
price over time (daily, weekly, monthly or minute-by-minute). 
 

 
 
Chart scales: Charts are graphed using two common types of scales: the arithmetic or linear 
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scale and the logarithmic scale. There doesn't appear to be any overall benefit to using one over 
the other; trendlines, market patterns and indicators work with both of them. However, there may 
be a benefit to using the logarithmic scale for long-term charts (2-3 years or more) since 
trendlines tend to fit better. 

• Arithmetic (linear): chart scale that shows equal vertical distance for each unit of price 
change. 

• Logarithmic: chart scale that shows equal vertical distance for equal percentage 
moves; considered by some as more effective for long range trend analysis. 

 
 
 
Steps to a successful long-term trade 
 
The steps involved in making a successful trade are generally as follows: 
 
Ask yourself, “Which way is this particular market going?” Determine the long term trend by 
drawing trendlines on the appropriate price chart. Consider buying or selling only in the direction 
of this trend. 
 

1. Use the analytical tools at your disposal – indicators such as moving averages, MACD, 
stochastics, RSI, etc, can provide you with excellent signals for positioning your entry and 
exit points. ChartFilter.com has been designed to provide you with the information you 
need to use these tools effectively and profitably. 
 

2. Decide on an entry signal. Based on business like rules for entering the market determine 
the price you want to pay. Place orders in accordance with meaningful signals such as 
breakouts in price. 
 

3. How much are you willing to lose? Pre-calculate acceptable losses before you enter the 
market. If the market turns against you get out when this loss is realized. Don't hesitate. 
 

4. When the long term trend line is broken it's time to take your profits. 
 

5. Wait patiently for the next opportunity. Don't be in a big hurry to make a fortune. 
 

Charts and technical analysis can help you determine what to buy and sell and when to enter 
and exit. 
 

 
Dow theory 
 
Overview: 
 
Dow theory is based on the philosophy that market prices reflect every significant factor that 
affects supply and demand - volume of trade, fluctuations in exchange rates, commodity prices, 
bank rates, and so on. In other words, the daily closing price reflects the psychology of all players 
involved in a particular marketplace - or the combined judgment of all market participants. 
The goal of the theory is to determine changes in the major trends or movements of the market. 
Markets tend to move in the direction of a trend once it becomes established, until it 
demonstrates a reversal. Dow theory is interested in the direction of a trend and doesn't offer any 
forecasting ability for determining the ultimate duration of a trend. 
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Much of today's technical analysis is based on Dow's original "trend following' system - 
• Classification of a trend. 
• Principles of confirmation or divergence. 
• Use of volume to confirm trends. 
• Use of percentage retracement. 
• Recognition of major bull and bear markets. 
• Signaling the large central section of important market moves. 
• Dow theory has been successful in identifying 68% the major trends over the years. 

 
The three trends are: 

• Uptrend: successively higher peaks (highs) and higher troughs (lows). 
• Downtrend: successively lower peaks and troughs. 
• Sideways Channel: peaks and troughs don't successively rise or fall. 

 
Each market trend has three parts compared to tides, waves and ripples. 

1. The primary (major) trend or tide is a long term trend lasting from a year to several 
years. 

2. The secondary trend (or mid-term trend) or wave lasts three weeks to three months 
and represents corrections of one third to two thirds of the previous movement - most 
often fifty percent of the movement. 

3. The minor trends (short-term trends) or insignificant ripples last less than three weeks 
and represent fluctuations in the secondary trend. 

 

 
 
The major trend has three phases: 

1. Accumulation phase: knowledgeable investors buy issues with good potential. 
2. Public participation phase: prices increasing rapidly and bullish markets are reported. 
3. Distribution phase: astute investors sell first, thereby leading the public. 
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A major or long-term stock market trend: 
• Must be confirmed by the Dow averages, calculated on closing prices only, not the 

daily high or low (this provides the overall stock market trend). 
• Should have volume increase/decrease in the direction of the trend. 
• Stays in effect until it gives definite reversal signals. 

 
Shortcomings of the Dow theory: 

• The major criticism of the Dow theory is its slowness: It misses about 25% of a move 
before giving a signal, primarily because it is a trend following system designed to 
identify existing trends. 

 
Trendlines 
 
Trendlines illustrate the direction of the market movement and provide a primary 
consideration in any analysis. 
 
Overview 

• Uptrends consist of a series of successively higher highs and lows. 
• Downtrends consist of a series of successively lower highs and lows. 

 
The first consideration when looking at any market is the direction of the long term trend (with the 
exception of day traders). 
 
Prices can only go in three directions; up, down, and sideways. A long line of past price ranges 
together gives you a pattern. There will be plenty of dips and bumps along the line but you should 
still be able to discern a general direction up, down, or sideways. We can help spot this direction 
or trend by drawing in "trendlines". 
 

 
 
Drawing trendlines during an up trending market: The trendlines above have been drawn by 
connecting as many successive lows as possible (along the bottom of the price range). An up 
trending trendline represents major support for prices as long as it is not violated. 
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Trendlines connecting highs can also be drawn to indicate the top of the established trend or 
channel (blue lines). These trendlines indicate the major zones of resistance. (See next page for 
a discussion of support & resistance). 
 
Drawing trendlines in a down trending market. Down trending trendlines are drawn by connecting 
the successive highs. 
 

 
 
Trends can push and pull the price up or down. Markets can also enter a period of quiet stability 
where the price forms a horizontal line sideways across the page. A sideways trending market is 
normally a difficult market to trade for a profit. It can, however, set the stage for a sharp move 
once the sideways trend is broken (signalled by a price break through a well-established 
trendline). 
 
A sideways pattern represents stability between supply and demand in the marketplace. 
Trendlines in this type of market, often referred to as a narrow trading range or congestive phase, 
are drawn by connecting both the highs and lows. Prices in this type of market can break upward 
or downward so it is valuable to establish the top and bottom of the range (see the report on 
breakout signals). 
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Support and resistance 
 
A price chart is a graphic record of this psychology of the marketplace with respect to the price of 
a particular stock, commodity, fund, precious metal, etc. 
 
An important concept in the use of trendlines is that of support and resistance. A continued trend 
is based on underlying support for prices in the market, for whatever reason. Similarly, there’s 
resistance to higher prices built into the market. The trendline is one way to capture and illustrate 
these zones of support and resistance. 
 
As long as the market stays within these zones of support and resistance, as shown by a 
trendline, the trend is sustained. Any penetration through a trendline warns of a possible change 
in trend. We may not know the reason behind such a change, but we do know that for some 
reason the support or resistance for a market is changing. 
 

 
 
A simple set of trendlines showing support and resistance. The up arrows indicate peaks (points 
of support) and the down arrows indicate troughs (points of resistance). It is often almost 
uncanny to see how perfectly the successive highs and lows line up along a developing trendline. 
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The Rhino theory of support and resistance: The upper and lower trendlines contain the 
price the way a barbed wire fence might contain a rhino. Think of the prices as the rhino and the 
trendline as a barbed wire fence. If a rhino leans against the wire, the fence will give a bit, offering 
more and more resistance until either the rhino eases off or the wire snaps. If the rhino has 
wandered along and leaned against the fence in several places without breaking through, we will 
have more faith in the strength of the fence. 
 
If the rhino only leaned against the fence once before moving along, it is less meaningful. In 
charting practice, a line based on one high or one low means nothing. Two highs or lows is the 
bare minimum. The more points you can connect the more significant the resulting line. And, the 
more significant the trendline, the more significant any penetration will be. (I say will be because 
all trends eventually reverse some day!) 
 
 
Round numbers 
 
Another aspect of resistance and support concerns the round numbers associated with price 
levels, such as 10, 20, 25, 50, 75 and 100. Since the price reflects the psychology of the 
marketplace, these levels offer “natural boundaries or targets.” With resistance and support 
common along these levels, it makes sense to avoid placing orders right at these values. (If 
buying on a short term dip in an uptrend, you’d place your order just above an important round 
number). It also makes sense to place stop loss orders below the round numbers on long 
positions, rather than exactly on the round number (i.e., $4.90 rather than $5.00). 

 
Duration of trend 
 
Short term trends are established over a few days. It may be in any direction and has little 
potential over the long run (except if you’re a daytrader). A strong thrust, however, may indicate 
the beginning of a move into new ground. Particularly if it crosses a medium or long term trend 
line. Think of it as an early warning system; a sign to be prepared for a larger move. 
 

 
 
Short term trend -- always the current trend. It may not necessarily be in the same direction as 
the mid or long term trend. 
 
Medium term trend - a trend that occurs over weeks to 2 or 3 months. All big moves must start 
with a short term thrust building to a medium term trend. 
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Long term trend - a trend over three months is considered a long term trend. Long term trends 
show stability. 
 
Any trend which has continued unbroken for over 3 months is considered to be a long term trend, 
and of some significance. This is the trend to trade with in the majority of cases. It can be thought 
of as the driving force behind the price and, until a fundamental change occurs in the 
marketplace, it will continue to do so. 
 
Signals 
 
Signals are generated primarily when trendlines are broken. A particularly strong signal is 
generated any time a long term trendline is broken. 
 
Some traders also use the price “bouncing” off a trendline as a signal. If an upward trendline 
holds, for example, you may have a buying opportunity at a relatively low price. If the price is in a 
well-established channel, the other side of the channel can give you an approximate price target. 

 

Breakout signals 
 
A breakout in price through a long established trend line is always significant. 
 
Overview 

• When a price breaks out of a stable, established range, for whatever reason, the odds 
are high that it will continue to move in the same direction. 

• The longer the trend, the greater the potential move. 
• An upward surge in trading activity, or volume, confirms the validity of the breakout. 
• When the volume does not show a significant increase on the upside price breakout, 

the price pattern should be questioned. 
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Interpretation 
 
The breaking of an important trendline is often the first sign of an impending change in trend, 
which is only sometimes a trend reversal. The breaking of a major upward trendline might signal 
the beginning of a sideways price pattern, which would be identified as a reversal or consolidation 
type later. 
 
The stronger the trendline broken the more significant. Historically, we know that if a strong or 
"well-tested" trendline is broken and the price moves out of an established range something 
important has happened to the psychology of the marketplace. We may not know what it is; it will 
probably be a combination of influences or events. But, whatever the reasons, any pull strong 
enough to break a long term trendline and carry the price into new ground is usually strong 
enough to continue pulling the market in the new direction to establish a new trendline. 
 
The odds that a market will continue in the direction of a breakout are high but, of course, there 
are no guarantees. Remember, this is not a golden rule; it is a pattern which has been repeated 
many, many times in the past and will be repeated many more times in the future. It gives us 
something tangible to look for when considering the hundreds and thousands of potential trades 
we could enter into. 
 
Breakout validity 
 
Not every move out of the price pattern constitutes a valid signal of a trend reversal, or 
resumption if the price is in a narrow trading range. It's helpful to establish valid criteria to 
minimize the possibility of misinterpreting moves such as whipsaws. A wait for a 3 percent 
penetration of the boundaries is traditionally necessary before determining that the breakout is 
valid. The resulting signals are less timely, but a considerable number of misleading moves are 
removed. 
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However, many short-term price movements barely exceed 3 percent in total. In short term trades 
it will be difficult to make a profit if you wait for a 3 percent move to buy, and an additional 3 
percent decline for a breakdown to sell. The 3 percent rate works well for longer-term price 
movements where the fluctuations are much greater. Deciding whether a breakout is valid or not 
depends on the type of trend being monitored, volume, momentum characteristics and your own 
experience. 
 
An upward surge in trading activity, or volume, confirms the validity of the breakout. A low volume 
breakout is suspicious and should be disregarded. Increasing volume is not as essential for a 
valid signal with downside breakouts, as it is for an upside breakout. Prices will often reverse and 
put on a small recovery, following the downside breakout. This price increase is regularly 
accompanied by declining volume. 
 
 
Using several indicators 
 
There are over 40 indicators featured in ChartFilter Tools. Where do you begin? 
 

1. Start with moving averages and draw trendlines to give you an idea of mid to long-term 
trends. 
 

2. Use one or two oscillators, such as MACD, stochastics, RSI, etc. Pick one or two that you 
feel most comfortable with and go with them. I often use MACD because it provides such 
clear signals and one other. MACD compliments, but does not replace, some of the 
others which are better suited as overbought/oversold indicators. 
 

3. Use a volume indicator, such as OBV, MFI, etc. 
 

4. You might want to check if one of the bands or channels gives you any additional 
information (Bollinger bands, price channels, MA envelopes, etc). 
 

5. You may also want to use a more advanced indicator. Try Wilder's indicators; DMI, ADX 
and the Parabolic SAR. These are in themselves complimentary indicators and provide 
extremely useful buy and sell signals. 

 
In addition, you may be interested or have experience with some of the more sophisticated 
charting approaches, including point & figure and candlestick charts, as well as some of the more 
complex systems, including Elliot Wave, Fibonacci and Gann analysis. These will certainly add a 
very useful dimension to your trading abilities. 
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Technical charting  
 
Moving averages 
 
Moving averages (MAs) provide a set of very useful indicators for tracking trends and 
trend reversals. 
 
Overview 

• The moving average is a lagging indicator, or trend following formula, that smoothes 
the volatile swings in a market. 

• MAs are used to track the progress of a trend and to signal when a trend has ended or 
reversed. 

• There are 4 common types of moving averages: simple, linearly weighted, exponential 
and variable.( See Table on next page for types of moving averages) 

 
The MA  is one of the simplest, yet most versatile and widely used of all technical indicators. The 
MA attempts to tone down the fluctuations of market prices to a smoothed trend, so that 
distortions are reduced to a minimum. MAs help in tracking trends and signalling reversals. You 
could think of the MA as a curved trendline, fitting itself to the market. 
 

 
 
Interpretation 
 
Signals to buy or sell are generated when the price crosses the MA or when one MA crosses 
another, in the case of multiple MAs. As with trendlines, the MA often provides an area of support 
and resistance. The more times an MA has been touched (i.e., acts as support or resistance) the 
greater the significance when it is crossed. 
 
Since the MA is a lagging indicator, a crossover will usually signal a trend reversal well after a 
new trend has begun and is used largely for confirmation. Generally speaking, the longer the time 
span covered by an MA, the greater the significance of a crossover signal. For example, the 
crossover of a 100 or 200-day MA is significantly more important then the crossover of a 20-day 
MA. 
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Moving averages differ according to the weight assigned to the most recent data. Simple moving 
averages apply equal weight to all prices. Exponential and weighted averages apply more weight 
to recent prices. Variable moving averages change the weighting based on the volatility of prices. 
When prices fluctuate up and down in a broad sideways pattern for an extended period (trading 
range market), longer term MAs are slow to react to reversals in trend, and when prices move 
sideways in a narrow range shorter term MAs often produce false signals. Flat and conflicting 
MAs generally indicate a trading-range market and one to avoid, unless there is pronounced 
rounding that suggests a possible new trend. 
 

Type of MA Description Methods ssed 

Simple 
(This is the most commonly 
used MA) 

Use of multiple MAs can 
provide good signals 
 
Useful periods 
 
Short term 10-30 day 
Mid term 30-100-day 
Long term 100-200+day 
 
There is no perfect time span 

Crossover of short term 
through long term 
 
Convergence/divergence 
 
Crossover of MA by price 

Linearly weighted With this MA, data is weighted 
in favor of most recent 
observations. 
 
Has the ability to turn or 
reverse more quickly than 
simple MA. 

Warning of trend reversal given 
by change in direction of the 
average rather than crossover. 

Exponential (EMA) An exponential (or 
exponentially weighted) 
moving average is calculated 
by applying a percentage of 
today's closing price to 
yesterday's moving average 
value. 
 
Exponential moving averages 
place more weight on recent 
prices. 

Crossover of short term 
through long term 
 
Convergence/divergence 
 
Crossover of MA by price 
 

Variable An automatically adjusting 
exponential moving average 
based on the volatility of the 
data. 

The more volatile the data, the 
greater the weight given to the 
current data and the more 
smoothing used in the moving 
average calculation. 

 
The variable MA is able to compensate for trading-range versus trending markets. This MA 
automatically adjusts the smoothing constant to adjust its sensitivity, often allowing it to 
outperform the other moving averages. 
 
MAs should always be used in conjunction with other indicators because of the potential for false 
signals (whipsawing) and, particularly during sideways channels. MAs can be calculated on a 
security's open, high, low, close, volume, or on any other indicator. Indicators which are 
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especially well-suited for being used with moving averages include MACD, price ROC, 
momentum, and stochastics. A moving average of another moving average is also common. 
 
Moving averages are helpful in keeping you in line with the price trend by providing buy signals 
shortly after the market bottoms out and sell signals shortly after it tops, rather than trying to catch 
the exact bottom or top. 

 
Signals 
 
Moving average price crossover 
 
A price break upwards through an MA is generally a buy signal, and a price break downwards 
through an MA is generally a sell signal. As we have seen, the longer the time span or period 
covered by an MA, the greater the significance of a crossover signal. 
 
If the MA is flat or has already changed direction, its violation is fairly conclusive proof that the 
previous trend has reversed. 
 
False signals can be avoided by using a filtering mechanism. Many traders, for example, 
recommend waiting for one period - that is one day for daily data and one week for weekly data. 
 
Whenever possible try to use a combination of signals. MA crossovers that take place at the 
same time as trendline violations or price pattern signals often provide strong confirmation. 
 

 
 
Multiple moving averages 
 
It is usually advantageous to employ more than one moving average. Double and triple MAs often 
provide useful signals. 
 
With two MAs the double crossover is used; a buy signal is produced when the shorter average 
crosses above the longer, and vice versa for the sell signal. For example, two popular 
combinations are the 5 and 20-day averages and the 20 and 100-day averages. The technique of 
using two averages together lags the market a bit more than a single moving average but 
produces fewer whipsaws. 
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The triple crossover method is also popular, using three moving averages. The most widely 
used triple crossover system is the popular 4-9-18-day MA combination. A buy signal is 
generated when the shortest (and most sensitive) average - the 4 day - crosses first the 9-day 
and then the 18-day averages, each crossover confirming the change in trend. 
 
Additional points: 

• The 200-day MA(or 40-week MA), should be carefully watched as a pivotal level of 
support or resistance for the long-term trend. Many people watch carefully when the 
200-day MA is approached by the price. The relationship between the price and its 
200-day MA can often provide excellent buy or sell signals. 

• The 200-day MA is also particularly significant for the various indexes, such as the Dow 
Jones or NASDAQ. A crossover of this MA has often signalled a correction or period of 
consolidation. 

• Moving averages can also be calculated and plotted for other indicators, not just the 
price. A continued upward movement by the indicator is signified by the indicator rising 
above its moving average. A continued downward movement is signified by the 
indicator falling below its moving average. 

 
MACD 
 
MACD is a trend following momentum indicator used to signal trend changes and to 
indicate trend direction. Signals are generated by crossovers and divergence from price. 
 
Overview 

• MACD stands for Moving Average Convergence/Divergence. 
• MACD is a trend following momentum indicator used to signal trend changes and to 

indicate trend direction. 
• Signals are generated by crossovers and divergence from price. 

 
The MACD method, developed by Gerald Appel, is a trending indicator, telling us whether a stock 
is in an uptrend or a downtrend. The direction of the long-term trend is the first assessment 
you should make of any market. If it is trending up, you want to be long (buying). If it is trending 
down, you want be short (selling). (This wouldn't necessarily hold true for day traders, of 
course). 
 
The simplest version of this indicator is composed of two lines: the MACD line, which is the 
difference between two exponential moving averages (EMAs) and a signal line, which is an EMA 
of the MACD line itself. The signal or trigger line is plotted on top of the MACD to show buy/sell 
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opportunities. Gerald Appel's MACD method uses a 26-day and 12-day EMA, based on the daily 
close, and a 9-day EMA for the signal line. 
 
Interpretation 
 
The MACD proves most effective in trending markets rather than choppy, sideways markets. 
There are two main sets of signals generated by the MACD: crossovers and divergences. 
 
Crossovers 
 
There are two main MACD crossover signals: 

1. Signal line crossovers: MACD crosses above or below the signal line 
2. Zero line crossovers: MACD crosses above or below the zero line 

 

 
 
Signal line crossovers 
 
The basic MACD trading rule is to buy when the MACD rises above its signal line. Similarly, a sell 
signal occurs when the MACD crosses below its signal line. The crossing of the MACD line 
above the signal line can denote the beginning of a trend. An uptrend typically pauses or 
stops when the MACD line crosses and falls below the signal line. 
 
The location relative to the zero line is also important in indicating how strong a trend 
might be. A crossover above the zero line is considered more bullish than one below the zero 
line. The higher above the zero line it crosses, the stronger the uptrend. If the crossover occurs 
below the zero line, the uptrend is likely not very strong. 
 
 
When the bullish crossover occurs above the zero line, the uptrend gains more momentum, and 
the price rises with more intensity. 
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Bullish MACD crossovers are probably the most common signals and as such can be less 
reliable. If not used in conjunction with other technical analysis tools, these crossovers can lead 
to whipsaws and many false signals. 
 
One way to try and counteract false signals is to apply a price filter to the crossover to see if a 
trend will hold. An example of a price filter would be to buy if the MACD breaks above the signal 
line and remains above for three days. The buy signal would then commence at the end of the 
third day. 
 
Zero line crossovers 
 
The zero line can also be used to produce a signal. It is popular to buy/sell when the MACD 
crosses above/below the zero line. 
 
A bullish zero line crossover occurs when MACD moves above the zero line and into positive 
territory. This is a clear indication that momentum has changed from negative to positive, or from 
bearish to bullish. After a positive divergence and bullish MACD crossover, the zero line 
crossover can act as a confirmation signal. 
 
Divergence 
 
MACD can provide forewarning of important market turns through divergence. 
 
When the MACD trend diverges from the price trend, it can provide a signal that a trending 
market may slow or reverse. A negative, or bearish, divergence occurs when the MACD is 
making new lows while prices fail to reach new lows. A positive, or bullish, divergence occurs 
when the MACD is making new highs while prices fail to reach new highs. Both of these 
divergences are most significant when they occur at relatively high/low levels. 
 
A positive divergence is shown when MACD begins to advance and the market is still in a 
downtrend and makes a new low. MACD can either form as a series of higher lows or a second 
low that is higher than the previous low. Positive divergences are not very common, but are 
usually reliable and can lead to good moves. 
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Combinations 
 
Probably the best way to use the basic MACD is to use a combination of signals to confirm one 
another. In addition, a fast MACD line can be added to enhance the signals generated and to 
often provide early warning of changes in trends. An example of a three line MACD is shown 
below, with the signal line, the fast MACD line and the slow MACD line. The MACD Histogram 
is also commonly used to clarify the relationship between the two MACD lines. 
 

 
 
Weaknesses of MACD 
 
MACD is a trend following indicator, and as such, sacrifices early signals in exchange for keeping 
you in line with the trend. When a significant trend develops, MACD is often able to capture the 
majority of the move. When the trend is short lived, however, MACD often proves unreliable. 
 
This is because moving averages themselves are lagging indicators. Even though MACD 
represents the difference between two moving averages, there is still some lag in the indicator 
itself. This is more likely to be the case with weekly charts than daily charts. One solution to this 
problem is the use of the MACD-histogram 
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MACD histogram 
 
The MACD histogram is useful for anticipating changes in trend. 
 
Overview 

• The MACD histogram (MACD-H) consists of vertical bars showing the difference 
between the MACD line and its signal line 

• A change in the MACD-H will usually precede any changes in MACD 
• Signals are generated by direction, zero line crossovers and divergence from MACD 
• As an indicator of an indicator, MACD-H should be compared with MACD rather than 

with the price action of the underlying market. MACD-H is used with MACD as a 
complementary indicator. 

 
Thomas Aspray found that MACD signals often lagged important market moves, especially when 
applied to weekly charts. He first experimented with changing the moving averages and found 
that shorter moving averages did indeed speed up the signals. However, he was looking for a 
means to anticipate MACD crossovers and came up with the MACD histogram. 
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Interpretation 
 
The MACD histogram represents the difference between MACD and it's signal line (usually the 9- 
day exponential moving average (EMA) of the MACD). Whenever MACD crosses the signal 
line, MACD-H crosses the zero line. 

• If the MACD line is above the signal line, the histogram is positive, and the bars are 
drawn above the zero line. 

• If the MACD line is below the signal line, histogram is negative, and the bars are drawn 
below the zero line. 

 
Sharp increases in the MACD-H indicate that MACD is rising faster than its 9-day EMA and 
upward momentum is strengthening. Sharp declines in the MACD-H indicate that MACD is falling 
faster than its moving average and downward momentum is increasing. 
 
Divergences between MACD and MACD-H are the main tool used to anticipate crossovers. A 
positive divergence in the MACD-H indicates that MACD is strengthening and could be on the 
verge of a bullish moving average crossover. A negative divergence in the MACD-H indicates that 
MACD is weakening and can act to foreshadow a bearish moving average crossover in MACD. 
 
Signals 
 
The main signal generated by the MACD-histogram is a divergence from MACD followed by a 
zero-line crossover. 

• A bullish signal is generated when a positive divergence forms and there is an 
upward zero line crossover. 

• A bearish signal is generated when there is a negative divergence and a downward 
zero line crossover. 

 
In Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets, John Murphy states that the real value of the 
MACD-H is spotting when the spread between the two lines is widening or narrowing. When the 
histogram is above its zero line (positive) but starts to fall, the uptrend is weakening. Conversely, 
when the histogram is below its zero line (negative) and starts to rise, the downtrend is losing 
momentum. These turns of the histogram provide early warnings that the current trend is losing 
momentum, and the buy or sell signal is given when the histogram crosses the zero line. 
 
Murphy also advocates a two-tiered approach in order to avoid making trades against the major 
trend. The weekly MACD-H can be used to generate long-term signals. Then only short-term 
signals that agree with the major trend are used. 

• If the long-term trend is up, only positive divergences with upward zero line 
crossovers are considered valid for the MACD-H. 

• If the long-term trend is down, only negative divergences with downward zero line 
crossovers are considered valid. 

 
Used this way, the weekly signals become trend filters for daily signals. This prevents using daily 
signals to trade against the overall trend. 

 
Volume 
 
Volume is the number of shares or contracts  traded during a given time frame.  The time frame is 
usually one day, but can also be a week. 
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Overview 
 
The analysis of volume is basic and essential in technical analysis. Volume provides evidence of 
intensity with a given price move. As volume often leads price, it is a valuable indicator, especially 
for price peaks. 
 

 
 
Interpretation 
 
Monitoring the volume will either corroborate a price movement or caution that a price move is 
unreliable.  
 
Many believe that volume precedes price. Volume confirms the price trend when it increases with 
an uptrend  and decreases with downtrends. When you have a price breakout on declining 
volumes, this divergence is a warning of decreasing buying pressure.  
 
High volumes are common at the beginning of new trends such as a breakout and are typical of 
market peaks when there is strong agreement that prices will move higher. Volume also often 
increases due to panic, just before market bottoms. 
 
Low volumes are typical of the uncertain outlook that usually  occurs in sideways channels. Low  
volume also often occurs during the indecisive period during market bottoms.  
 
Volume can help determine the health of an existing trend. A healthy up-trend should have higher 
volume on the upward movement of the trend, and lower volume on the downward or remedial 
movement. A strong downtrend usually has higher volume on the downward movements of the 
trend and lower volume on the upward movements.  
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Volume is often plotted with its Moving Average, often making it easier to interpret the underlying 
trends. 
 
Signals 
 
Volume offers the following signals: 
 

• Divergence between volume and price can provide advance warning of  a trend 
reversal. 

• The relative volume provides an indication of the overall health of a market or strength 
of a move. 

 
On balance Volume 
 
On balance volume can be used to either confirm the current price trend or warn of a 
possible reversal. 
 
Overview 

• It is the trend of the OBV line that is important, not the actual numbers themselves. 
• OBV is a momentum indicator that helps quantify buying or selling pressure. 
• OBV changes often precede price changes. 

 
On balance volume was developed by Joe Granville. See his book New Strategy of Daily Stock 
Market Timing for Maximum Profits for more detailed information. 
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Interpretation 
 
It is the direction of the OBV line (its trend) that is important and not the actual numbers 
themselves. The actual OBV values will differ depending on how far back you chart. 
 
The OBV line should follow in the same direction as the price trend. If prices are in an uptrend, 
the OBV line should do the same. If prices are trending lower, the OBV line should do the same. 
If the OBV line shows a divergence from the price trend, you have a warning of a possible trend 
reversal. OBV changes usually precede price changes. 
 
OBV shows if volume is flowing into or out of a security, or the buying and selling pressure. When 
there's strong and increasing buying pressure, the price is almost certain to continue going up. 
The theory is that money from knowledgeable traders, or "smart money," can be seen flowing into 
the security by a rising OBV. When the public then moves into the security, both the security and 
the OBV will surge ahead. 
 
Also watch for OBV line breakouts, when the OBV breaks its established trend (see Breakout 
Signals). Since OBV breakouts normally precede price breakouts, an OBV upside breakout is a 
buy signal. Likewise, an OBV downside breakout is a sell signal. 
 
On balance volume is well-suited to trading short-term cycles, however, Granville advises that 
investors must act quickly and decisively if they wish to profit from short-term OBV analysis. 
 
Traders also recommend that the daily, weekly and monthly charts should be consulted for OBV 
to confirm the buy and sell signals. Signals OBV offers the following signals: 

• Divergence between price and the OBV line 
• Trendline breakouts that forewarn of impending price trend reversals. 
• MA crossovers, when the OBV is plotted with its moving average. 

 
 

NOTES 
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Drawbacks 
 
One of the weaknesses of the OBV indicator is that an entire day's volume is assigned a plus or 
minus value. Many experimental variations of OBV have been developed in trying to discover a 
more accurate measure for the flow of volume. One of the more advanced, and useful, is the 
money flow index . 
 
Price and volume trend 
 
The price and volume trend (PVT) is a cumulative total of volume adjusted according to 
relative changes in closing prices. It is similar to on balance volume (OBV). 
 
Overview 
 
PVT is calculated by adding a percentage of the volume when prices close up and subtracting a 
percentage of volume when the prices close down. (OBV adds all volume when prices close 
higher and subtracts all volume when prices close lower.) The amount of volume added or 
subtracted to the PVT is relative to the amount that prices rose or fell compared to the previous 
day's close (see note on calculation below). 

• When the price changes by a small percentage, PVT adds only a small portion of 
volume to the indicator 

• When the price changes by a large percentage. PVT adds a large portion of volume to 
the indicator 
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Interpretation 

• When the PVT falls money is flowing out of this market (falling prices accompanied by 
increased volume). 

• When the PVT rises money is flowing into this market (prices and volume are 
increasing together). 

 
PVT is a leading indicator for future price movements. Although interpretation of PVT is similar to 
the OBV and the accumulation/distribution indicators, PVT more accurately demonstrates the 
flow of money. PVT adds only a proportional amount of volume to the indicator, whereas OBV 
adds the same amount of volume not considering whether the market closes up a fraction of a 
point or triples in price. 

• Rising PVT means new money, sometimes referred to as "smart money, " is flowing 
into the marketplace. The result will be that the present trend will continue. Accelerating 
PVT rise indicates that "the masses" are joining the new price trend. 

• If the PVT then levels off, it is often an early warning that the trend is finishing. 
• Declining PVT indicates that the smart money is liquidating. 
• If the PVT moves sideways or falls while the price is rising, the increase in price is not 

confirmed and a market top or bottom may be indicated. 
 
Signals 
 
The main signal offered by the PVT indicator is divergence from price. 
 
In the example charted on the previous page, bullish divergence was seen on two separate 
occasions -- with the PVT trending higher while prices trended lower - followed by strong price 
increases in both cases. 
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Calculation 
 
PVT is calculated by multiplying the day's volume by the percentage change from yesterday's 
close and adding this value to a cumulative total. For example, if a stock closed up 0.5% and 
volume was 10,000 shares, you would add 50 (i.e., 0.005 X 10,000 = 50) to the PVT. If the stock 
had closed down 0.5 %, you would subtract 50 from the PVT. 
 
 
Bands/channels 
 
Simple and effective trend following, channel breakout systems. Bands can provide an indication 
of: whether prices are relatively high or low, whether current trends are likely to continue or 
reverse, and the volatility of a market, based on the width of the band. 
 
Price channel 
 
The price channel or Donchian's Four Week Rule is a simple and effective trend following, 
channel breakout system. 
 
Overview 
 
Channel breakout systems were shown by research to be one of the top trading systems to 
generate significant profits 

• Developed as the 4 Week Rule by Richard Donchian, originally for commodity trading 
• Can be used on daily, weekly and monthly charts 

 
Louis Lukac's research from 1975 to 1986 compared 23 trading systems. Moving averages and 
channel breakouts came out as the top performers and Lukac suggested a channel breakout as 
the best starting point for technical trading. (Lukac, Louis; The Financial Review, November 
1990). 
 

 
 
Interpretation 
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The price channel is a simple breakout system. As with all trend following systems, the price 
channel works well in up trends or down trends, but doesn't work well in a sideways channel. The 
signals derived from the price channel are based on the following basic rules: 

• When the price is at its highest in a four week period, buy long and cover short 
positions 

• When the price falls below the lows of a four week period, sell short and liquidate long 
positions 

 
As a trend following system the price channel indicator is not meant to catch tops or bottoms. 
Trend traders may want to extend the period to eight weeks to wait for significant trend signals. 
Similarly, some traders shorten the time period to a more sensitive 1 or 2 weeks for liquidation 
purposes. 
 
Signals 
 
The following signals are offered by the price channel indicator: 

•  A buy signal is generated when prices penetrate and close above the upper channel. 
•  A sell signal is generated when prices penetrate and close below the lower channel. 

 
These signals should, of course, be combined with the use of other indicators to provide 
confirmation. For example, a relatively simple, yet effective, approach to exiting a trade based on 
a price channel would be to watch for a break in the long-term trend. 
 
Some ideas for applying shorter time periods: 

• Can be used to identify trend reversals. 
• When prices are trending sharply higher, shorten the time span for needed sensitivity. 
• Use a four week rule for entry and one or two weeks to signal exit points. 
• A two week price breakout in the same direction as a moving average crossover signal, 

makes an exceptional filter on which to base a market decision. 
• A stop-loss could trail with a one week lag. 

 
Bollinger bands 
 
Bollinger bands provide several useful signals, including confirmation of trend and an 
indication of volatility. 
 
Overview 
 
Bollinger bands can provide an indication of: 

• whether prices are relatively high or low; 
• whether current trends are likely to continue or reverse; and 
• the volatility of a market, based on the width of the band. 
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Developed by John Bollinger, this technique is one of the most popular forms of envelope or 
channel indicators. Two winding parallel lines above and below a central moving average (MA) 
create a band that contains the majority of price movements within a channel. This is similar to 
moving average envelopes. The difference is that Bollinger bands are also sensitive to volatility in 
the market. The bands spread further apart during volatile markets and come closer together 
during calmer markets. 
 
Technically speaking, moving average envelopes are plotted at a fixed percentage above and 
below a moving average, whereas Bollinger bands are placed two standard deviations above and 
below the moving average, which is usually 20 days. Using two standard deviations ensures that 
95% of the price data will fall between the two outside bands. 

 
Interpretation 
 
John Bollinger has written that, "Trading bands are one of the most powerful concepts available 
to the technically based investor, but they do not, as is commonly believed, give absolute buy 
and sell signals based on price touching the bands. What they do answer is the perennial 
question of whether prices are high or low on a relative basis." He goes on to say, "It is the 
action of prices near the edges of the envelope that we are particularly interested in." 
As with most indicators, signals generated by Bollinger bands should be confirmed using 
complimentary indicators. According to Bollinger, one of the biggest mistakes in technical 
analysis is the multiple counting of the same information. For example, using different indicators 
all derived from the same series of closing prices to confirm one another. 
 
The indicators he recommends to complement Bollinger bands are: 

• RSI or MACD -- based on price alone 
• On-balance volume (OBV) -- combining closing prices and volume 
• Money flow -- combining price range and volume 
 

He recommends against using the commodity channel index (CCI) for the reason . 
 
Signals 
 
Bollinger bands provide the following useful signals: 
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Trend: when prices move outside the bands, a continuation of the current trend is implied. 
Strongly trending markets will often stay touching and occasionally, penetrating the band for long 
periods. Watch for initial penetrations of a band, particularly if other indicators confirm a 
potential move. When the bands are unusually far apart, the current trend may be ending. When 
the two bands are very tight, the market may be about to initiate a new trend. 
 
Price targets: a move that originates at one band tends to go all the way to the other band. This 
observation can be used projecting price targets. For example, if prices bounce off the lower 
band and cross above the 20 day moving average, the upper band becomes the upper price 
target. A crossing below the 20 day average would establish the lower band as a price target. 
 
Volatility (width of bands): sharp price changes tend to occur after the bands tighten, as 
volatility lessens. 
 
Momentum: when the price moves above or below the Bollinger band then, on a subsequent 
move, fails to reach the band, you can interpret this as a loss of momentum and a reversal is 
possible. Many times the subsequent move will reach a higher or lower price but the loss of 
momentum is still indicated. 
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Arcs, retracements, & fans 
 
Fibonacci arcs & retracements help anticipate support and resistance levels along with 
price targets. 
 
Overview 
 
After making long sustained moves in one direction, many markets retrace a part of the move 
before continuing on further. The Fibonacci indicator, popularized by Ralph Nelson Elliot, is used 
to try and forecast potential support levels and price targets, based on the height of the overall 
move and any wave patterns. 
 
For example, if a stock increased from $5 to $10 and then slipped back 50%, this retracement 
would take it to $7.50 before it continued upwards again. 
 
This indicator uses mathematical ratios discovered by Leonardo Fibonacci's in the 12th century. 
The Fibonacci summation series is 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144… and so on to infinity. 
 
These numbers have the following constant relationships: 

• The sum of any two consecutive numbers equals the next higher number. 
• The ratio between any number and the next higher number approaches 0.618 after the 

first four calculations. 
• The ratio between any number and the next lower number is approximately 1.618 (the 

inverse of 0.618). 
 
The number 1.618 is commonly referred to as the Golden Mean or the Golden Section. The real 
value of this number series is that it is "the most important mathematical presentation of natural 
phenomena ever discovered" (R. Fischer). It keeps popping up in everything from the proportions 
of the Egyptian pyramids… the number of florets in flower heads…the double helix of the DNA 
molecule… to the logarithmic spiral of the nautilus shell. 
 
(The well-known Elliot Wave Principle is also based on the application of Fibonacci numbers to 
the waves evident in any price chart.) 
 
Interpretation 
 
The most commonly used numbers in this analysis are 61.8% (usually rounded off to 62%), 38% 
and 50%. This means that, in a strong trend, the minimum retracement is usually close to the 
38% level and may go as far as the 62% level. 
 
Constance Brown, a well known technical analyst, has written, "If the market has shown respect 
in the past to a Fibonacci grid drawn on the chart, the chances are much higher that it will also 
respect those levels in the future market action." 
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Fibonacci retracements 
 

• Fibonacci retracements are based on a trendline drawn between a significant trough 
and peak. 

• If the trend is rising, the retracement lines will descend from 100% to 0% 
• If the trendline is falling, the retracement lines will ascend from 0% to 100% 
• Horizontal lines are drawn at the common Fibonacci levels of 38%, 50%, & 62% 
• As the price retraces, support and resistance often occur at or near the Fibonacci 

Retracement levels. 
 
Fibonacci arcs  
 
Fibonacci arcs can be added to the same chart, or they can be charted alone. The arcs are drawn 
centered on the last peak or trough, crossing the original trendline at the points where the 
retracement lines intersect. The price will tend to "react" to both the arcs and the retracement 
levels, as they provide support and resistance. 
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Price targets 
 
More advanced studies can also be undertaken, based on the Fibonacci numbers, to develop 
price targets. One such approach is to add a second copy of the original Fibonacci grid above or 
below the first (depending on which way the market is trending). This will give you potential price 
targets based on adding a new set of 38%, 50% and 62% lines. 
 

 
 
If you would like to read more about Fibonacci price projections see Constance Brown's book, 
Technical Analysis for the Trading Professional and Joe DiNapoli's Trading with DiNapoli Levels. 
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TD ARCS 
 
Developed and trade marked by Tom DeMark, TD arcs combine a percentage retracement 
with the time period. 
 
Downtrend (upside arc) 

1. Connect the most recent low to the previous highest peak. 
2. Draw the Fibonacci retracement levels (38.2% and 61.8%) on this line, pivoting at the 

recent low price 
 
Uptrend (downside arc) 

1. Connect recent high to previous lowest low 
2. Draw the Fibonacci retracement levels on this line, pivoting at the recent high price 

 

 
 
Interpretation 

• Find the highest high (A) between the current low (B) and the last time the price 
exceeded this low, draw a line connecting A and B. 

• Mark the .382 and .618 Fibonacci percentage reversal figures on this line and 
swing forward. TD arcs are the retracement levels marked on the straight line 

• A time filter is used to test the retracement strength. 
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Signals 
 
If the price retraces 38 percentage points of the previous move in less than 38% of the period 
that generated the last move, the price has a greater chance of retracing further to the 62% level. 
 
The key to TD arcs is the speed with which the first retracement level is reached and broken (or 
not) by the price. If the 38% level is reached and broken before the 38% arc, there's a strong 
tendency for the momentum to carry the price up through the next retracement level at 62%. As 
the example above demonstrates, however, if this doesn't occur quickly enough (before the price 
reaches the 38% arc) the momentum tends to lag, the retracement becomes exhausted, and the 
market once again follows the overall long-term trend. 
 
Wilder’s directional movement system (ADX/DMI) 
 
More complex system of indicators -- Indicates when a trend is present and the overall strength of 
a market. 
 
ADX Directional movement index 
 
DMI indicates when a trend is present and the overall strength of a market. 
 
Overview 

• The higher the DMI (on a scale of 0-100) the better the trend potential of a move. 
• The DMI system is made up of three lines; ADX and +DI & -DI. 
• DMI can be used either as a system on its own or as a filter for a trend-following 

indicator (i.e., Parabolic SAR). 
 
The directional movement index, DMI, is an effective and frequently used trend indicator. This 
system was designed by Welles Wilder Jr. and is made up of three lines: 

1. The +DI indicates the up average. 
2. The -DI indicates the down average. 
3. The ADX, average directional movement index, shows whether a trend is in effect by 

smoothing the difference between the +DI and -DI. 
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In the example above two clear buy signals have been generated. The first could have been 
ignored because ADX was very close to 25 - a potential danger signal. The second was perhaps 
more significant, even though ADX was trending downwards. It did provide a clear indication of 
the beginning of a very strong move in this market. 
 
Buy and sell signals are given when +DI and -DI cross. The time periods most commonly used in 
the complex formula are 10 or 14 days. 
 
According to Wilder the DMI should be used with the ADX as a filter. 

• A rising ADX line means the market is trending and a better candidate for a 
trendfollowing system. 

• A falling ADX line indicates a non-trending market. 
• Some traders also look for an ADX greater than 20 or 25 to confirm that the market is 

trending. When the ADX line starts to drop from above the 40 level, that is an early 
sign that the trend is weakening. A rise back above 20 is often a sign of the start of a 
new trend. 

 
Signals 
 
Generally speaking, the two main buy and sell signals generated by DMI are as follows: 

• A buy signal is given when +DI crosses above the -DI line. 
• A sell signal is given when +DI crosses below the -DI line. 

 
However, some refinements are suggested by experienced traders: 

• The crossing of DI lines only provides an early warning signal; other criteria must be 
fulfilled for the actual signal. 

• The ADX should be between the upper DI line and the lower one. 
• An ADX below 25 is a strong warning to avoid trading. 

 
Wilder himself developed a refinement to take care of whipsawing (when the DI lines cross back 
and forth over a short period, providing unreliable signals). He called it his Extreme Point Rule. 
 
The Extreme Point Rule is derived by noting the high or low point on the day when the +DI and 
the -DI cross one another. +DI determines the high or low point (if +DI is above -DI the extreme 
point is the high of the day, if +DI is below -DI, the extreme point is the low for the day). 
 
The extreme point is then used for the actual buy or sell signal. For example, if the price once 
again rises above the extreme point price level you have a buy signal. If the price fails to rise 
above the extreme point, you should continue to stand aside. The converse holds true for sell 
signals. 
 
ADXR 
 
An additional indicator, the average directional movement index rating (ADXR), was created by 
Wilder as a measuring tool for the strength of ADX. ADXR is the average of the current ADX and 
the ADX 14 days ago. ADXR is typically plotted alongside ADX on the same chart. 

 
Using a combination of technical indicators 
 
Whenever you see an analysis of a particular market, take a look at the indicators being used. 
One of the most common mistakes is to put all of your faith in one indicator alone, when you 
should be using several to confirm buy and sell indications. 
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Let’s take a look at the benefits of using several indicators in combination, and some of the 
possible combinations. 
 
Current trends - Learning from Nortel 
 

Nortel (Reuters) Lingering effects from a 
massive selloff of Nortel continued on Friday,  

   October 27th, 2001 as investors appeared leery of  
   holding the stock over the weekend. Nortel, the  
   world's second largest telecom equipment  
   supplier, closed down C$4.30 at C$65.50. 
 
We've seen Nortel (NT:TSE, NYSE) take a big dive in the last week of trading. If you live in 
Canada, you've no doubt been interested in the latest market roller coaster, particularly since this 
one stock makes up almost 30% of the weighting on the TSE. What can we learn from examining 
this market? If we take a look at the chart, along with several indicators, we can see that the 
indications of a trend reversal have been quite clear. Short-term or momentum investors have 
had plenty of warning to exit this particular market for several weeks. Yes, that's weeks, not 
days… let's take a look. 
 
Here's a daily price chart of Nortel showing the price activity for the past year, along with its 20 
and 50-day Moving Averages. I've also shown the money flow Indicator (MFI), MACD, and 
DMI/ADX. As we saw in the last issue of ChartFilter, MFI attempts to measure the amount of 
money buying a stock vs. the amount of money selling a stock.. MACD is an oscillator that uses a 
formula based on moving averages. DMI/ADX are two indicators developed by Welles Wilder Jr. 
that provide a good indication of the trend and the overall strength of the market. 
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We've drawn trendlines to make price trends more apparent… 

 
 
We've had several indications of a possible trend reversal for Nortel over the past few weeks. 
Take a look at the point I've labelled "Pt A" on the chart above, which occurred at the beginning 
of September. We had three indications of a possible trend reversal at that point (with the price at 
the $75-$80 level): 
 

1. The price broke down through the 20 day MA and within a couple of days broke down 
through the 50 day MA (you'll see that this is a significant event on almost any price 
chart); 

2. The price broke down through a well established long-term trendline; and, 
3. + DMI (blue) broke down through - DMI (red) (with ADX below 20). 

 
About a week later, in early September, at "Pt. B" on the price chart, MACD broke down through 
its Zero line (with the MACD histogram in negative territory). MFI also plunged relatively suddenly 
to its Zero line and even made a brief foray below this line. Nortel was at about the $65-$70 level. 
In late September, at "Pt. C" MFI crossed below its Zero line a second time and stayed there. 
 
This represented the first time in the past year that MFI had given such a strong negative signal. 
 
The price was at the $60-$65 level. 
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You'll say that hindsight is always easy and we agree full heartedly! The point is, however, that 
several indicators have provided significant warnings to the alert investor over the past two 
months. 
 
If you were invested in Nortel and were looking for a good point to sell, these indicators have 
offered three excellent opportunities to make your move. (If you are a long-term investor using a 
"Buy and Hold" approach, you may be inclined to ignore these signals - but at least you'll 
understand what they are telling you). Given what we've seen here, we hope you can see the 
value of tracking several indicators at the same time to gain the benefit of confirming signals. 
 
Using complimentary indicators: MACD, moneyflow & CCI 
 
In this issue of ChartFilter we'll look at the use of a complimentary set of indicators; MACD and 
moneyflow, with the assistance of CCI. MACD is a trend following indicator, and often able to 
capture the majority of the move when a significant trend develops. As a trend following indicator, 
however, MACD sacrifices early signals in exchange for keeping you in line with the trend. When 
the trend is short lived MACD often proves unreliable. 
 
The moneyflow indicators (money flow index [MFI], on balance volume [OBV], and price 
volume trend [PVT]) track the flow of money into or out of a market. Price typically follows 
moneyflow and will eventually move in the same direction. These are considered leading 
indicators of future price movements, and therefore perform in a complimentary fashion to 
many of the other indicators, including MACD and CCI. 
 
CCI is usually used as an overbought/oversold indicator, and can also be used for timing buy/sell 
signals. 
 
Current trends - Learning from current markets 
 
Today's markets are not only volatile, but they're downright brutal -- and generally downtrending. 
It's difficult to make money (and hang onto it!) even in the best of markets - but when the majority 
of stocks are going downhill, the going gets even tougher. 
 
The only way to make money in these markets is to be psychic and patient. Well - not quite, but 
you get the idea. You need extra discipline and a reliable set of tools to get you into the money 
and keep you out of hot water. The MACD & moneyflow combination is one system that can 
provide good insights into specific stocks and can assist you in catching trends as they develop. 
 
Let's see how these indicators can be applied to specific stocks… 
 
In the chart below, I've plotted Tellabs (TLAB) along with MACD and MFI. For this set of 
indicators I find the following trading rules can be very useful: 

• Buy when the MACD oscillator (both lines) crosses upwards through Zero, IF the 
following rule holds true. 

• Buy only when MFI is trending upwards (and, if selling short, do so when MFI is 
trending downwards). 

• Sell when the MACD histogram crosses down through Zero. 
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As shown by these charts, you can see that the MACD oscillator is very useful for capturing the 
bigger moves, and MFI often provides valuable assistance. Using this system you would use MFI 
to either confirm or override MACD; that is, when MFI is trending downwards or sideways, you 
would ignore MACD buy signals. Personally, we recommend waiting until both of the MACD 
oscillator lines cross the Zero line before taking action based on the buy signals. As you can see 
from the above chart, you might be wise to sell an existing position when the MACD histogram 
goes from positive to negative. 
 
This system isn't foolproof, however (unfortunately, they never are!). Let's take a look at another 
stock using this system; Cienna Inc (CIEN). 
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In the chart above, the first buy signal was accurate, however the second buy signal would have 
been misleading, even though the MFI was uptrending. This confirms the statement at the 
beginning of this newsletter -- when the trend is short lived MACD often proves unreliable. Thus, I 
recommend using a third indicator - CCI - to provide further insight. Here's CCI plotted for the 
same stock (CIEN). 
 

 
 
Compare the MACD and MFI charts with the CCI chart. CCI is a commonly used 
overbought/oversold oscillator. Generally speaking, you use CCI to warn of an overbought 
condition when it goes above +100 and an oversold condition when it goes below -100. For the 
sake of this combination of indicators, we consider whether or not the latest signal offered by CCI 
confirms the other two indicators. If CCI makes a sharp dip below -100 and then back up through 
the zero line, we consider this a buy signal (and vice versa). 
 
You can see in the charts above, that the CCI indicator did confirm the first buy signal and the 
sell signal in the middle, but not the second buy signal (marked Pt A on CCI chart). 
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So, we can add a fourth trading rule to our system: 
• Buy or sell only in accordance with confirming signals from CCI. 

 
We recommend you experiment with these three indicators on your own. Plot the MACD oscillator 
and histogram and compare the signals with those offered by the various money flow indicators 
(MFI, OBV, & PVT). Then, once you've found a combination that seems to work, use CCI for a 
final confirmation (or rejection) of the MACD and money flow signals. 
 
Using a combination of indicators: MACD, MFI, PVT, & OBV & CCI  
 
MACD is a trending indicator, telling us whether a stock is in an uptrend or a downtrend. As I've 
written on many occasions, the direction of the long-term trend is the first assessment you should 
make for any market. If it is trending up, you want to be buying. If it is trending down, you want be 
selling. 
 
MFI, PVT, & OBV: The money flow index was developed as a real-time variation on the nn- 
balance volume indicator. Instead of using each day as a reference point (as OBV does), MFI 
analyzes each trade. And instead of ignoring the price or the amount that the market is up or 
down, MFI weights each trade by price. 
 
Although the interpretation of PVT is similar to the OBV and the accumulation/distribution 
indicators, PVT more accurately demonstrates the flow of money. PVT adds only a proportional 
amount of volume to the indicator, whereas OBV adds the same amount of volume not 
considering whether the market closes up a fraction of a point or triples in price. 
 
CCI was designed to identify the beginning and the end of market cycles. It indicates the price is 
increasingly high compared to average prices as it moves towards +100. As the CCI drops 
towards -100, it indicates that the price is increasingly low compared to average prices. 
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Chapter 3 - How to set alerts   
 
Overall tools control: 
 
The three buttons on the right side of the top row provide you with overall control of the Alert 
tool: 
 

 
Button 1: Save alert formula 

• Click to save the current alert formula. 
• You can give each formula a unique name. 

 
Button 2: Submit alert 

• Click to submit an alert formula. 
• ChartFilter servers will begin monitoring the markets based on 

your specific selections 
 

 
Button 3: Choose stocks 

• This will allow you to search for stocks based on name or 
symbol and add them to the current formula. 

• Remember, you are limited to 20 events total (including all 
formulae) - based on the number of stocks X the number of 
criteria being monitored. 

• The Alert tool will monitor each of the stocks you select based 
on the alert formula you've defined. 
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The alert application is divided into three general areas. (Remember to click [Choose filter] every 
time you begin a new session on the Alert tool). 
 

 
 

1. Formula display: The top panel is a unique formula display screen. This is where the alert 
formula appears as you develop the building blocks, based on fundamental and/or 
technical criteria. 

• Each component is color coded to show if it's a based on fundamental or 
technical data. 

• Each formula can be saved for later use, and can be printed. 
• Multiple alert sets can be saved and given unique identifying names. 

 
 

2. Formula selection (fundamental and technical): The left side features a selection of 
fundamental criteria and the right side features the technical criteria (based on technical 
signals). 

• Click on the selection box to reveal a drop-down list of choices. 
• Select the operator "greater, less than, or between" and type your preference in 

the empty box below. 
• Click on the down arrow button to add the criteria to the alert formula - you will 

see it added in the formula display screen above. 
• The next selection will open immediately below, and you can continue to add to 

your formula. 
• On the technical side - when you choose an indicator, a separate window will 

open where you can make additional choices regarding each technical indicator. 
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List of securities: 

• At the bottom of the application you will see the list of stocks attached to each 
particular alert formula. 

 
You can sort the columns in this list by clicking on the column headers. 
 
1. Basic example - price channel breakout 
 
Here's an example of a very basic approach to using the Alert tool: You've been watching a stock 
-- SideWinder Inc. (SWI) -- in a congestive phase trading between $12 and $13.50. You found the 
stock based on fundamentals (using the Screener tool) and now you're waiting for a technical 
breakout - a well-known pattern that often leads to a good potential move - as a signal to buy. 
You'd like to know as soon as SW breaks out of the narrow channel. In this case, the signal you 
are waiting for is a price break above the existing resistance at $13.50 – above $13.60. 
 
Here are the steps you would take to enter this alert: 

1. Begin by selecting [New]. 
2. Do a symbol search for "SideWinder" and double-click on the correct listing. 
3. [Select Fundamental] | [Price] 
3. Select [Greater than] and type $13.60  
4. 6. Press the [Submit Alert] button in the top row. 

 
The Alert tool will then monitor the SideWinder Inc. stock price for you and alert you by e-mail as 
soon as the price breaks above $13.60.  
 
2. More complex example - MACD & moneyflow 
 
In this example we're going to be monitoring two indicators - MACD and moneyflow. We will use 
the Alert tool to let us know when MACD creates a buy signal and confirm the validity of the 
signal using. This relatively straightforward system is based on the important idea of using 
complimentary indicators to confirm one another. 
 
Here's the trading rule being followed: 
1. Buy on MACD zero line breakouts if moneyflow is in an uptrend. Otherwise ignore these 

buy signals. 
 
You are monitoring stock symbol TLAB. You can see that the price has been in a long term 
downtrend. We want the Alert tool to let us know when MACD offers a signal that the market is 
turning around. 
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Building this alert step-by-step… 
 
Here are the steps you would take to build an alert based on these signals. 

1. Begin by selecting [New]. 
2. Select [Daily] or [Real Time]. 
3. Do a symbol search for TLAB and double-click on the correct listing. 
4. Place an alert for MACD as follows: 
5. [Select Technical] | [MACD] 
6. Under "Signal Type" select [Buy] 
7. Under "Signal life" within the past X days -- set the slider to 1,. This tells the module to 

search back in time the minimum - only 1 day - you can see from the chart that MAC 
hasn't offered an signals recently. 

8. Save this alert, giving it a unique name (for this example "MACD-buy") 
9. In a few weeks you receive an alert letting you know that MACD has offered a buy signal 

(Pt. B on the chart). 
10. You check the current price chart and see that moneyFlow is in an uptrend, confirming 

the MACD buy signal. 
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3. Complex, staged example - MACD, MFI & CCI 
 
Here are the rules for one such trading system, based on three technical indicators - MACD, 
MFI and: 

• Buy when the MACD oscillator (both lines) crosses upwards through zero, IF the following 
rule holds true. 

• Buy only when MFI is trending upwards (and, if selling short, do so when MFI is trending 
downwards). 

• Sell when the MACD histogram crosses down through zero. 
• Buy or sell only in accordance with confirming signals from CCI. 

 
Generally speaking, you use CCI to warn of an overbought condition when it goes above +100 
and an oversold condition when it goes below -100. For the sake of this combination of indicators, 
we consider whether or not the latest signal offered by CCI confirms the other two indicators. If 
CCI makes a sharp dip below -100 and then back up through the zero line, we consider this a buy 
signal (and vice versa). 
 
Here's a price chart for a stock (CIEN) showing all three indicators - MACD, moneyflow & CCI. 
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Building this alert step-by-step… 
 
Here are the steps you would take to build a staged alert based on this trading system. 

1. Begin by selecting [New]. 
2. Select [Daily] or [Real Time]. 
3. Do a symbol search for CIEN and double-click on the correct listing. 
4. For the sake of this example, you are keeping an eye on CIEN and want to know if and 

when any of the 3 indicators provide a buy signal. You would therefore place an alert for 
each of the three indicators, as follows: 

5. [Select Technical] | [Commodity Channel Index] 
6. Under "Signal Type" select [Buy] 
7. Under "Signal life" within the past X days -- set the slider to 5. This tells the module to 

search back in time 5 days and let you know if any signals have been triggered during 
that time. This powerful feature enables you to discover signals that have already 
happened, but are pre-requirements for further signals. 
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8. You immediately receive an alert that CCI has indeed offered an oversold buy signal (Pt 
A on the chart). Note: Alternatively, you could have discovered the CCI buy signal 
through using the Screener tool and subsequently enter only the alerts for MACD and 
moneyflow. 

9. You then set alerts for the other two indicators; MACD and moneyflow. Set "Signal Type" 
to [Buy] and "signal life" to 5 days. 

10. Save this alert, giving it a unique name (for this example "MACD-MF-CCI") 
11. In a few days you receive an alert letting you know that MACD has also offered a buy 

signal (Pt. B on the chart). 
12. You check the current price chart and see that moneyflow has not offered a buy signal 

itself (crossing 20 or 80) - however it is in an uptrend - fulfilling all three of the rules in our 
trading system. 

13. Based on this trading system, you would place a buy order for CIEN at $82. 
 
Now what? Using the Alert tool to sell… 
 
Now that we've purchased this stock, we'll want to monitor it for sell signals (especially if you are 
a short-term trader). Here's how you would proceed to build an alert: 

1. Begin by selecting the previously saved alert [MACD-MF-CCI]. 
2. Select [Daily] or [Real Time]. 
3. Do a symbol search for CIEN and double-click on the correct listing. 
4. Place alerts based on sell signals for each of the three indicators, as follows: 
5. Double-click the indicator name or highlight the name and select [Display]. The properties 

window will open. 
6. Under "Signal Type" select [Sell] 7. Under "Signal life" within the past X days -- set the 

slider to 1, since you don't need to monitor previous activity at this stage. 
7. Do the same for the other two indicators. 
8. Save the new alert and give it a new name - for example "Sell MACD-MF-CCI" 
9. Within a few days you receive a "sell" alert from CCI, followed a few days later by a sell 

alert from moneyflow. By looking at the charts you determine that this is a relatively 
strong sell signal from moneyflow (with a relatively infrequent peak above 80) 

 
Based on these alerts, you sell this stock in the $105-110 range. 
 
Want to know when a certain stock hits a certain price level, volume or EPS? 
 
Want to know when a specific indicator or set of indicators delivers a buy signal for a number of 
stocks? 
 
The Alert tool allows you to design custom alerts based on a large number of criteria and will let 
you know by e-mail, cell phone, etc., when your criteria are met. 

• The alert is set to use end-of-day data. 
• You can monitor up to 20 events at any one time; with 20 stocks per event. 
• An event constitutes a formula of fundamental and technical criteria that is watched for. 

 
The Alert tool has the power and flexibility to build everything from simple alerts to complex alerts. 
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 Chapter 4 – Tracking and decision-making 
 
How to track your overall profits and losses 
 
Portfolio tool 
 
The Portfolio tool is a quick and easy way to track your transactions, profits, losses, commissions, 
and currency exchange. As with the rest of the ChartFilter tools, the processing involved in 
adding positions is done on your own computer, making it much faster than most web based 
portfolio managers. 
 
You can have up to 10 customized portfolios; tracking separate brokerage accounts, or various 
groups of securities - such as those within registered accounts versus those outside (for tax 
purposes). 
 
Each portfolio displays totals for: 

"Total Market Value," 
"Total Cost," 
"Gain $," and 
"Gain %." 

 
In addition, the total value of all your portfolios combined, minus commissions, is automatically 
calculated and shown in US or Canadian dollars; including: 

"Market Value," 
"Total Cost," and 
"Unrealized Gain/Loss - in $ and %." 

 
As an added benefit, the ChartFilter portfolio manager also features the ability to print ACB 
(Adjusted Cost Base) reports. 
 
Any of the information in a portfolio can be sorted by clicking on the column header. Columns can 
be easily moved and rearranged by dragging with the mouse. 
 
Use the handy Symbol Search tool to find the correct symbol for the security and exchange 
involved in your transactions, to make certain the right stocks are being tracked and updated. 
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Creating and managing portfolios 
 

 
 
New portfolio 
 

1. To create a new portfolio click on [Add] under "Portfolio" on the left side. 
2. Create a name for your new portfolio, add any details, and click [OK] to save. 

 
Edit existing portfolios 
 
You can change the name of an existing portfolio, or edit details. 

1. Click on the [Edit] button, complete the changes, and click [OK] to save. 
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Remove existing portfolios 
 
You can remove existing portfolios. 
 

1. Click on the [Remove] button, and click [OK] to delete the portfolio. 
 

 
 
Entering new transactions 
 

1. With the correct portfolio displayed, click on [New Transaction] under "Symbol." 
2. Enter the details of your transaction; choosing the correct currency (US or CDN). You can 

enter the commission charged by dollar value or percentage. If you are uncertain of the 
commission, you can always change the amount later. 

3. Click on [OK] to save the transaction to this specific portfolio. 
4. The transaction details will be recorded on your personal profile, and the value of your 

position will be automatically tracked and updated. 
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Appendix A 
 
Using the Charting tool 
 
This application provides a powerful array of tools for analyzing securities using a variety of 
charting techniques, including candlestick and point & figure charts, along with over forty 
technical indicators and studies. These tools allow you to determine the right markets - with the 
best profit potential - AND the right time to buy or sell. 
 

 
 
Symbol/name: 
 
Enter the symbol or name for the security you want to display and click the submit button. 
 

 
 
Full quote box 
 
This row displays up-to-the-minute price and volume information for the specific security being 
charted. The data includes symbol, exchange, opening price, change in value and percent, day's 
high and low, and volume. 
 

 
 
The "country" listener 
 
Clicking on Canada, will search for Canadian stocks with the symbol entered. Clicking on the 
US, will search for US stocks with the symbol entered. 
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Set Query: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Period: 
 
The number of days, months or years being 
charted. 
 
The time periods available are: 
1 day, 
1,2,3,6 months, 
1,2,3,5,10 years. 
 

  
 

 

 

 
Submit: 
 
Click on the submit button to produce the chart. 
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Analysis options: 
 

 

 

 
Chart type: 
 
Select from various types of bar charts and 
candlestick charts. The default is "HiLoOpenClose" 
bar charts. 
 

 

 

 
Overlays: 
 
Select from a wide range of studies; including 
moving averages, bands, channels, and Parabolic 
SAR. 

• Multiple overlays can be selected. 
• Erase one-by-one by clicking on the 5th button along the 

bottom. 
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Lines & curves: 
 
Select from trendlines, draglines (lines with 
two "handles" that can be dragged across 
the chart), and Bezier curves (a 
mathematical curve, with two end-points 
and two control points, that can be used to 
plot curved trendlines). 

• Trendlines are drawn on the price 
chart by clicking on a first point 
and then clicking on a second 
point. A line will be drawn 
between the two points. 

• Once a trendline is drawn it 
cannot be moved. Draglines and 
curves, however, can be moved 
freely. 

• Erase by clicking on the 4th 
button along the bottom.  

 
 

 

Arcs:  
 
Select from arcs and retracement lines to 
be placed over the price chart. Includes 
Fibonacci arcs and retracements, and TD 
arcs.  
 

• Arcs -- click on a first point for the 
centre of the arc and a second 
point for the outer ring of the arc. 

• Retracements - click on two 
separate points and 
mathematically calculated 
retracement levels will appear 
between them. 

• In both cases, a new sequence of 
clicks will redraw the arcs/lines 
accordingly. 

• Erase by clicking on the 4th 
button along the bottom. 
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Fans: 
 
Select from fans and speedlines, including 
Gann fans, to be placed over the price chart. 
 

• Draw the pattern over the price chart 
by clicking on any point. Fan lines will 
appear originating from this point 
(oriented upwards or downwards as 
selected). 

• Click again to redraw the lines 
accordingly. 

• Erase by clicking on the 4th button 
along the bottom. 

 
 

 
 
Charting technical indicators: 
 
Indicator 1 to 4: 
 
Select from over forty technical indicators to see them charted in one of the four associated 
charts below the main chart. The entire drop-down list appears for each button. This makes for a 
very flexible set of indicators… you can chart a different indicator in each chart (up to two per 
chart); you can even select different parameters for the same indicator and chart them next to 
one-another. 

• Even though two indicators can be charted in each chart window, this is only 
recommended for complimentary indicators. 

• To erase an indicator click on the relevant button along the bottom (the four buttons 
numbered 1-4 on right end of the row). 
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Setting indicator parameters: 
 
The indicators are based on mathematical formulae; therefore, the specified period and, in some 
cases, additional values can be customized. 

• To change parameters, right-click on the indicator buttons or use the pull-down menu, 
under preferences. A window will appear with all the indicators listed. Click on the 
relevant indicator to change the values. 

• For the average user, default values are probably the most suitable. 
• You can customize these values as you prefer. 
• You can choose to save any set of values as the default. 
• You can also reset the values to the program defaults at any time. 
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Buttons along the top: 
 

 
 
Charting tool 
 
This application provides a powerful array of tools for analyzing securities using a variety of 
charting techniques, including candlestick and point & figure charts, along with over forty 
technical indicators and studies. These tools allow you to determine the right markets - with the 
best profit potential - AND the right time to buy or sell. 
 
Screener tool 
 
The Screener tool allows you to search through thousands of stocks in seconds and presents you 
with a list of stocks that best match your investment criteria. The Screener tool can eliminate 
companies that do not meet your basic requirements, but it can do much, much more. It can take 
a large number of stocks that do meet your basic requirements and then sort those stocks so that 
the very best (according to your specifications) return. For example, if you ask for stocks with the 
highest earnings-per-share (EPS), the first stock on your list will have the highest EPS out of 
thousands of stocks (for the exchange you choose to search on). 
 
Portfolio tool 
 
The Portfolio tool is a quick and easy way to track your transactions, profits, losses, commissions, 
and currency exchange. As with the rest of the ChartFilter tools, the processing involved in 
adding positions is done on your own computer, making it much faster than most web-based 
portfolio managers. 
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Fundamentals tool 
 
Fundamental analysis is probably the most common approach to security evaluation and is 
considered a good way to decide what security to buy. Technical analysis is invaluable for 
deciding when to buy. ChartFilter has been designed to capitalize on the strengths of both 
fundamental and technical analysis. 
 
Search for a symbol within your watchlist or portfolio. 
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Search for a symbol representation of a stock. 
 

 
 

 Auto memorize applied indicators 
 
If you click this button, it toggles between memorize/not memorize the indicators applied. 
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Buttons along the bottom: 

 
 

 Add to watch list: 
 
This will add the security being charted to one of your watch lists, as you select. 
 

 Mini frame chart: 
 
This will place a copy of the current price chart in a separate window as a "mini-chart." Up to four 
separate securities or indices can be charted as mini-charts, providing an excellent way of 
performing quick comparisons between price patterns, trends, etc. 
 

 Text tool: 
 
This toggles a text panel on/off below the price chart where you can add notes associated with a 
specific stock or market. 

• These notes are saved securely on our computers and are available to you anytime 
you log onto ChartFilter, regardless of which computer you're using; work, home, 
laptop, your notes are accessible. 

• You can add comments regarding trend observations, reminders of an indicator you've 
found particularly useful for this stock, signals to watch for, etc. 

 

 Clear draw tools: 
 
Use this button to erase any drawings you've added to the price chart. 

• Drawings are removed one-by-one beginning with the most recent. 
• Includes Lines & Curves, Arcs, and Fans. 

 

 Clear overlays: 
 
Use this button to erase any overlays you've added to the price chart. 

• Overlays are removed one-by-one beginning with the most recent. 
• Includes all of the overlays: Bollinger Bands, Keltner Channels, MAs, etc. 

 

 Volume chart: 
 
Use this button to toggle the volume chart on/off. 

• Volume appears directly beneath the main price chart. 
 

 Frame main chart: 
 
This will create a copy of the main chart using daily close data with a logarithmic axis. 
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 Point & figure chart: 
 
This will open a separate window with a point & figure chart for the current security. A dragline is 
included to assist in identifying trends. 
 
Point & figure charts provide powerful perspectives on price actions of a security - and they 
compliment the other types of charts very effectively by providing additional insights. Thomas 
Dorsey, a leading authority on the use of point & figure charts, writes, "The Point and Figure 
method of analyzing stock movement was designed simply as a logical, organized way of 
recording the battle between supply and demand." 
 

 Detach charts capture: 
 
This will open a separate window with a image capture of the current price chart along with the 
full set of indicator charts below. This image will be saved as a PNG file on the desktop. 

• A scroll bar on the right side allows you to scroll through the charts. 
• You can open as many of these windows as your computer resources allow . 
• This feature allows you to conduct comprehensive comparisons, by tracking several 

securities and indices, along with several indicators for each. 
 

 Detach volume chart capture: 
 
This will open another window with only the volume chart capture being displayed. This image will 
be saved as a PNG file on the desktop. 
 

 Clear indicators 1 - 4: 
 
These buttons will erase indicators plotted on the relevant indicator chart, beginning with the most 
recent. 
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Pull down menu's 
 

 
 
File menu 
 

 
 
Tools menu 
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Preference menu 
 

 
 
Color chooser 
 

Chart tab 
 
The color chooser allows you to alter 
all the display color's of the chart. 
 
Select which part of the chart you 
wish to change the color. Left click 
on one of the circles beside your 
selection. 
 
Select the color by clicking on any of 
the color blocks. You can also 
change the colors by clicking on the 
choose colors tag. 
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Watch lists tab 
 
You can also change the background 
colors of the watchlist. This is done by 
left clicking on the odd or even strip 
selection, and then selecting a color 
from the lower choose color portion. 
 
In this case the choose color tab is 
set to HSB. You can alter the color 
by clicking in the large cube, sliding 
the bar up and down the rainbow 
or by entering three numbers in the 
right part (one for each prime color). 
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Moving averages tab 
 
You can change the colors of all your 
moving averages. 
 
This will allow you to be able to 
identify each moving average on the 
main chart. 
 
To change the color, mix the three 
prime colors, and click the set button. 
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Set analysis parameters 
 

 
 
Set watch names 
 

 
 
Choose the watchlist to rename. Type in a new name. Click Set. 
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Reset all to defaults 
 

 
 
This will reset all the indicators to ChartFilter defaults. 
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Appendix B 
 
Charting tool quick reference 
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Appendix C 
 
ChartFilter tools 
 
Charting tool 
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Screener tool 
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Fundamentals tool  

 
 
Portfolio tool  
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Backtesting tool  

 
 
Alerts tool  
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Education 
 

 
 
ChartFilter.com (http://www.chartfilter.com) is a free financial education service. This research 
site provides beginner investors to avid day traders with technical analysis information on stock 
market indicators and charts. 

 
 


